
Devotion – Third Week of Lent 

 

Half way through this season of Lent, what are you making 

of it?  Does it have any meaning for your life this month? 

Lent can be a time to do some important things, and a time 

to stop doing other things.   

You could plan to take a few minutes each day to 

intentionally exercise your faith. It can be your ‘Lenten 

resolution’ and it doesn’t have to be something big.  It might 

be reading the Bible for ten minutes a day, or taking a walk 

while focusing on gratitude you hold, or praying for others 

while just sitting in your living room.  Practising a spiritual 

discipline like this is well worth a bit of your time.  It may even 

become a good habit! 

For the first couple of weeks of these Lent bulletin inserts I 

wrote about fasting – doing without.  There are certainly things 

we can each intentionally stop doing, or live without, through 

Lent, as a way to free up space, time and attention to develop 

strong new habits. 

You know already what might fall into each of these 

categories for yourself – things to take up, and things to give 

up.  Those things are always there, but Lent gives us a 

particular season in which to attend to such things.   

Because Lent is the season that leads up to the most 

profound mystery of our faith – the death and resurrection of 

Jesus – it offers a natural time to think about, and act upon, 

our faith. 

 

Prayer:   

May I … 

fast from hostility and feast on tenderness; 

fast from anger and feast on empathy; 

fast from despair and feast on hopefulness.  Amen. 
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